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1. Mimi goes shopping

This is Mimi’s house…

…and this is Mimi’s bed. 
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It is morning. Mimi climbs out of bed…

…and into Mama and Daddy’s bed. 
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Everyone has a lovely family cuddle together.

Then it is time to get up. ‘Get up!’, shouts 
Mimi. 
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Everyone eats cereal for breakfast.

Mimi waves goodbye to Daddy as he leaves for 
work.
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Mimi asks Mama for a yogurt drink.

Unfortunately, there are none left in the fridge. 
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‘We can buy some more yogurt drinks when we 
go shopping’, says Mama.

They get ready to go shopping. Mimi is 
fastened into her car seat. 
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Mama drives the car to the shop.

In the shop, Mimi sits in the trolley.
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There are lots of strange people to see.

After looking around, Mimi would like to get 
out and walk. 
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She sees something interesting in the shelf.

A pair of rubber gloves to put in the trolley.
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Mama does not need any rubber gloves...

…but she does need some baking paper. Mimi 
puts the baking paper into the trolley.
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The yogurt drinks are on this shelf. Mimi takes 
one…

…and carefully puts it into the trolley. 
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Mama lifts Mimi back into the trolley.

Then Mama pays for the shopping before 
leaving.
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Back home, Mimi helps to unpack the 
shopping…

…and then drinks her yogurt drink. Yummy!
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Later, Daddy arrives back from work…

…and everyone has dinner together. 
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‘I would like some ketchup’, says Daddy.

‘Go shopping!’, replies Mimi.
THE END.
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2. Mimi and the Exhibition

Daddy, Mama and Mimi are waiting for a bus.

The bus arrives…
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…and Mama buys tickets for everyone.

Mimi can see the hills out of the bus window.
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The bus arrives in the city…

…and Mimi climbs into the pushchair. 
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Mama pushes the pushchair up the hill.

At the exhibition, Daddy pays for entry tickets. 
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Mimi looks into the strange kaleidoscope…

…and waves to herself!
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Everyone continues up the stairs…

…to find themselves in the stars! 
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What a strange picture. Are these lines straight?

The shadow machine is next. 
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Click! The machine takes a picture of Mimi 
and Daddy’s shadow!

Mimi finds some pretend cartoon fish…
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…which swim away! Come back!

Another strange picture. Can you find the black 
dots? 
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Mimi presses a button...

…and the little man dances in the mirrors.
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Daddy has long arms and short legs in this 
mirror,

but in this mirror he has long legs and short 
arms!
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Mama is as short as Mimi in this mirror,

but Mimi is as tall as Daddy in this mirror!
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One can see across the city on the rooftop…

…and over here is the castle.
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In the gift shop, Mimi sees a ruler she wants.

Mama buys the ruler for Mimi.
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It is time to go home.

On the way, they see a clown doing tricks. Ho 
ho, silly clown! 
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Soon, the bus arrives after such an exciting 
day…

…and Mimi falls asleep on the way home.
THE END.
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Mama and Daddy are in bed. 

Mimi arrives…

7. Mimi and the Rainy Day
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…and climbs on the bed.

They have a lovely family cuddle.
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Today, it is raining outside…

…and Mama must go to work. 
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Mimi waves goodbye.

Mimi wants to do some painting. 
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Daddy gives Mimi some leaves.

She sticks them to the picture.
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‘Look at my beautiful picture’, says Mimi.

Mimi runs upstairs. 
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‘Here is a river’, says Mimi.

She throws a stone into the river. 
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In the bathroom, Mimi has found Didi’s house.

Knock! Knock! She enters the house.
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‘Hello Daddy’, says Mimi as she looks out of 
the window.

‘Come in’, says Mimi. ‘Sorry I am too big’, 
explains Daddy.
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Mimi comes out of the house…

…and slides back down the stairs.
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Sliding is fun!

Daddy puts on some of Mimi’s music.
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Wind the bobbin up… la la la…

…clap your hands… la la la…
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…stamp your feet… la la la!

Daddy puts on his favourite music.
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Ta-da, like this, hup! Hand on one hip and 
raise one hand.

Crouch down and wave your arms around! 
Whooo!
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Finally, run on the spot with your arms out 
front. Hey, hey, hey… ho!

Mama arrives back from work. It is time for 
bed. 
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Mama reads Mimi her favourite book.

Mimi falls asleep after her exciting day.                  
THE END.
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1. Can you find the shapes that are the same except 
for the patterns?

2. Can you find the shapes with the same patterns?
3. Can you spot the odd one out?

Quiz time

The not so easy quiz for big people:
1. On which page does the sun appear?
2. How many ducks are there in the book?
3. Which story picture appears twice?
4. Which picture has a continuity error?
5. The name of which ex-Beatle’s album appears in a picture?
6. Name the pattern on Mimi’s dungarees.
7. Decipher the following: 8-5 21-1 25-1 29-3 49-5 57-2 90-5 

98-1 117-9
Answers in volume two.
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If you enjoyed this book then please rant to all 
your friends about it.
If you did not enjoy this book then rant to all of your friends anyway.

Go to                      to download a free Mimi              
activity book…

…and to download a free board game to make,  
Mimi’s ‘Catch me if you can!’…

…and to buy lots of fun Mimi stuff:

Mugs Adults and kids
T-shirts Adults and 

kids tops

Badges and stickersBibs

Design of actual products may vary (a lot).

http://drhowey.com
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